222

A far-UVC sanitizing ecosystem comprised of two devices that provide rideshare drivers
with a harmless, intuitive, and effective tool that promotes a clean and comfortable vehicle
environment. The devices actively sanitize the air and surfaces for an unmatched level of
sanitization with minimal human interaction.

A ceiling-mounted far-UVC device with superior coverage in
all vehicle types. ABUV’s high vantage point allows the light to
travel and disinfect in even the hardest to reach areas. ABUV
works with NODE to continually clean all day.


A portable far-UVC device perfect for cupholders. NODE can
oscillate to cover a broader area and is used as a handheld for
precise exposure. NODE can operate independently or in tandem
with ABUV to extend far-UVC coverage in larger vehicles.

INTEGRATION
For drivers, the 222 ecosystem can seamlessly integrate
into real-world rideshare apps and services. NODE and ABUV

can send live data analytics to a driver app and can be
controlled remotely. A Deep Clean triggers both devices to
clean together until the vehicle is 99.9% sanitized.



For riders, drivers with 222 products are shown with a unique
badge. The app will notify users of the vehicle's sanitization

progress before and during trips. If users are concerned about
far-UVC, they can read about the technology in a dedicated
learning section.

Far-uvc
Far-UVC light spans from 207-222 nanometers (nm) on the light spectrum. It is a specific
band of ultraviolet (UV) light that is extremely effective at disabling pathogens in the air and
on surfaces.


Far-UVC light cannot penetrate the dead skin layers of our flesh and the tear layer of our
eyes. It is strong enough to disable pathogens because they have little to no protective layers.
Recent studies have concluded that 222‐nm UVC lamps are the most effective, and can be
safely used near humans. There has been no evidence of any cancer development after
prolonged far-UVC exposure.
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